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MCLE GOVERNING BOARD RESOLUTION NO. o0r-2014

WHEREAS, the MCLE Offiie has reviewed existing policies relative to the over-all

conduct of MCLE activities;

WHEREAS, one of those re-examined is the existing fees paid by accredited MCLE

Providers for every activity conducted;

WHEREAS, since the inception of the MCLE in 2001 the fees charged for every activity

has remained at P100.00 per participant per day for private MCLE Providers and

P 500.00 per activity day for IBP Chapters, government educational institution or office

and other legally mandated MCLE Providers;

WHEREAS, for every activity, monitor/s from the MCLE Office needs to be deployed to

oversee the conduct of the activity and record the attendance of the pafticipants;

WHEREAS, the cost of sending monitor/s to the activity includes per diem (for provincial

activities) and transpoftation of the monitor/s;

WHEREAS, there are activities where there are very few pafticipants and the cost of

monitoring exceeds the amount of fees made by the Providers;

WHEREAS, it is but just and fair that MCLE Providers bear the cost of monitoring their

activities considering that they collect fees from the pafticipants.

WHEREFORE, in view of the foregoing, the MCLE Governing Board hereby resolves that

in addition to existing fees, all MCLE accredited Providers whether private, IBP,

government educational institutions or office and other legally mandated Providers shall

pay: a.) the cost of transpoftation of the MCLE monitor/s; b.) the cost of

accommodation of the monitor/s, when applicable; c.) per diem of the monitor/s, when
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This resolution shall be subject to the approval of the Supreme Couft and the

implementation of which shall be governed by the guidelines to be subsequently issued

by the MCLE Governing Board.

06 March 2014

SEDFREY M. CANDELARIA
Member

APPROVED BY:

MCLE GOVERNING BOARD

BERNARDO P. PARDO

Chairman


